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Abstract—The P4 language is a language suitable for the
description of packet processing inside a network device. The
typical P4 device consists of three main building blocks: Parser,
Match+Action Tables and Deparser. The deparsing is the most
challenging block because the main task of this block is to
assemble the output packet based on changes in Match+Action
Tables. This operation can be quite complicated in the case
of high-speed networks. In this work, we present the scalable
architecture (in term of the throughput) of a deparsing circuit
which is suitable for implementation in FPGAs.

I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

Research about P4 [1] compilers for FPGAs is an attractive
area. In our knowledge, there are two most known implemen-
tations of P4 compiler for FPGAs [2], [3]. Unfortunately, such
architectures are not scalable on higher data rates.

II. DEPARSER DESIGN

We introduce MFB Deparser architecture that requires only
the necessary logic in the dependence on a specific P4 ap-
plication. The high throughput is achieved by the processing
of multiple packets per one clock cycle, the data bus used
in MFB Deparser is described here [4]. Usual architectures
support only one packet per clock cycle, which makes it
impossible to always use the whole data word. MFB Deparser
consists of two main blocks. The first and simplest block is a
configurable packet Editor that modifies selected bytes. The
second block is complex Spacer. The Spacer block is used to
add or remove space (some bytes) in packets.

III. RESULTS

In this section, we provide results of MFB Deparser and
FL Deparser [3]. We chose four different P4 applications for
experimental measurements. All values provided in the results
are after the implementation for the Xilinx UltraScale+ VU3P
FPGA using the Vivado 2017.2 tool. As the target frequency,
we chose 250 MHz. The timming has always been met.

The figure 1 shows the amount of CLB blocks per 1 Gbps
of throughput in the worst case. This comparison combines
the resource utilization and performance of implemented de-
prasers. Our Depraser achieves significantly better results for
simple applications (L2/L3 Switch, Port Switch/Filter). The
significant worsening of results in the case of FL Deparser for
the 2048 bit wide data bus (the light blue bar) is caused by
the inefficient use of available data bus capacity.

Fig. 1. The relation between resource utilization per 1 Gbps of worse case
throughput and P4 application for both Deparsers with multiple data widths.

IV. CONCLUSION

We introduced a scalable architecture of deparsing pipeline
suitable for FPGAs (Intel or Xilinx). The biggest advantage of
our architecture is the easy scalability to higher data bus widths
where the nearest comparable solution isn’t able to reach the
quality of ours. We are also able to sustain the throughput of
deparsing process independently on packet length. MFB De-
parser allows efficient implementation in the pure editing
use case where the nearest comparable solution requires the
full implementation of the deparsing pipeline. However, the
FL Deparser is slightly better in terms of consumed resources
for use cases where the bus width is up to 512 bits and the
output packet is strongly rebuilt.
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